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Abstract: Internal stress in basin insulators of gas-insulated metal-enclosed switchgear (GIS) can
lead to cracks, which affects the safe operation of these apparatuses. In this research, we proposed a
subsurface internal stress measurement method for GIS epoxy composites. This method is based
on an ultrasonic longitudinal critically refracted (LCR) wave technique. In this study, some epoxy
composite specimens were synthesized with similar materials and manufacturing processes to those
of 252 kV GIS basin insulators. An ultrasonic stress measurement system that utilized the LCR wave
technique was set-up to investigate the relationship between stress and LCR wave propagation time,
as well as to measure the compressive stress of the epoxy specimen within 0–50 MPa. The results
show that LCR wave propagation time linearly decreased when stress increased in the subsurface
zone and the acoustoelastic coefficient was −4.95. We found the relative errors of stress measurements
to be less than 13%.

Keywords: GIS basin insulator; epoxy composite; ultrasonic longitudinal critically refracted wave
(LCR); subsurface stress measurement

1. Introduction

Gas-insulated metal-enclosed switchgear (GIS) is widely used in large-scale hydropower projects,
as well as urban high-voltage power grids with complex terrain and small areas. This usage
is attributed to the comparative advantages of GIS, including compact size, small ground space
requirement, less maintenance workload, low environmental impact, good expansibility, and so
on. As crucial components of GIS, basin insulators provide electrical insulation, supporting the gas
chamber’s conductor and isolation. Moreover, they determine GIS stability and reliability [1].

Internal stress might be induced in basin insulators during their manufacturing, transportation,
installation, and operation. The basin insulators are manufactured by thoroughly mixing epoxy
resin, alumina filler, and a curing agent in certain proportions, followed by pouring and curing
processes. During their manufacturing, internal stress is caused from unevenly stirring raw materials,
shrinking chemicals caused by polymerization reaction (i.e., liquid state to the solid state) [2],
shrinking thermal while cooling down to room temperature [2], and large particle precipitation.
Additionally, internal stress is induced from transportation friction and vibration. Partial compression
in the insulators can be caused by uneven bolt fastening force or an inclined conductor during the
installation. Mechanical force results from unbalanced installation and switching operation. Vibration
results from short-circuit electrodynamic force during operation. Thermal stress results from the
thermal gradient in the insulators due to heating central conductors and different thermal expansion
coefficients between the epoxy composite and inserting metal during the operation. The insulators that
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partition gas chambers are required to do the following: withstand the pressure difference between
adjacent gas chambers during normal operation [3]; withstand large pressure differences between the
transition chamber and external atmospheric pressure during live GIS maintenance and expansion [3];
withstand extreme unilateral force on insulators during gas charging [4]. It has been reported that the
concentration of internal stress can affect the mechanical properties of materials. For example, internal
stress might increase fatigue rate or environmental degradation. It can also decrease low-frequency
fatigue strength and dimensional stability [5]. Internal stress in basin insulators accumulates due to the
external load and until internal stress is greater than mechanical strength, cracks occur [6]. Cracks can
lead to the insulator cracking, air leaking, partial discharges, ablation, and flashover.

To check the mechanical strength of the basin insulators, hydraulic tests must be conducted,
where failing load values are used as the standard indicator to judge the mechanical strength of the
basin insulators. In the hydraulic test, the gradually increasing hydraulic load is applied on one
side of the basin insulator. The hydraulic load is recorded at the moment that the basin insulator is
damaged [7–9]. In order to obtain the stress state of the basin insulator in the hydraulic test, analyze the
failure mechanism, and find the stress concentration area, some researchers arranged the stress-strain
sensors on the basin insulators to measure the stress and strain at different positions during the
hydraulic test. Wu et al. applied right angle bidirectional strain gauges to measure the surface stress of
a 252 kV basin insulator [6]. Shi et al. measured the surface stress of a 220 kV basin insulator, by using
the foil strain gauges [10]. Fei et al. measured the surface stress of a 126 kV three-phase-in-one tank
basin insulator using strain gauges [11]. However, the mass of the strain gauge and connecting lines
had effects on the surface stress distribution for basin insulators. Peng et al. arranged fiber Bragg
grating sensors on insulators to measure surface strain during the hydraulic test. They pasted fibers
on the basin insulator by using adhesive tape. Although the adhesion degree of fibers was different,
there was still an influence on the measurements [9]. Currently, most investigations regarding stress
measurements in basin insulators are limited on the surface, and thus further research on internal
stress measurements are required.

Internal stress measurement methods can be classified as destructive and non-destructive methods.
The destructive methods separate a sample partially to release the internal stress, which causes damage
to the sample. These include the drilling method, ring core method, slotting method, and layer-stripping
method. The non-destructive methods are based on the relation between the material’s physical
properties and its internal stress [12]. Previous researchers have come up with five main non-destructive
methods. First, there is the X-ray and neutron diffraction method, which measures the strain in the
material microstructural crystal lattice arrangement to detect internal stress, requiring testing materials
within the crystal structure [13]. Next, the magnetic method is based on the effect of the deformation
that a material can produce an electromagnetic field and is suitable for ferromagnetic materials [14].
The photo elastic method is based on the principle of light birefringence and can measure stress
in transparent materials [15]. The ultrasonic methods are based on the relation between stress and
ultrasonic wave velocity. Previous studies have shown that ultrasonic methods can be applied to
measure the internal stress of many composite materials [14].

Internal stress measurements based on ultrasonic wave techniques are mainly focused on metal
materials, such as the fastening force of bolts [16,17], residual stress of welded joints [12], and so
on. However, there are only a few investigations on non-metallic materials and even less related to
epoxy composite materials. Hao et al. used the through-transmission technique, applying ultrasonic
longitudinal waves perpendicular of stress to measure the internal compressive stress in GIS epoxy
composites within 0–70 MPa. Although the results showed that the measurement absolute errors were
less than 12.4 MPa within 0–70 MPa and the relative errors were less than 19.9% within 40–70 MPa,
the sensitivity still needed to be improved [18]. Santos et al. investigated the relationship between tensile
stress and propagation time of ultrasonic longitudinal critically refracted (LCR) waves, propagating in
the subsurface zone in the carbon fibers composites with epoxy matrix. They found that the ultrasonic
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propagation time linearly increased with internal stress, specifically when the fiber direction was 0◦,
45◦, and 90◦. Yet the propagation time was most sensitive to stress in the direction of 0◦ [14].

Ultrasonic LCR waves have a great sensitivity to tangential internal stress in the subsurface
zone of materials. At present, internal stress measurements using LCR waves are mainly applied
in residual stress measurements for metal welding [15] and internal stress induced from mechanical
force [13]. LCR waves used to investigate uniaxial stress has been a topic of previous study. Jia et al.
investigated the relationships between LCR wave velocities and tensile stresses in some polymers—i.e.,
polycarbonate, polystyrene, polyamide, and polybuthylene terephthalate—and found that LCR wave
velocities linearly decreased with tensile stresses. Based on these relationships, the acoustoelastic
coefficients were calculated [19]. Moreover, Jin et al. found that LCR wave propagation time linearly
increased with tensile internal stress in a pre-stretched aluminum alloy plate when LCR waves
propagated in the stress direction at angles of 0◦, 30◦, 60◦, and 90◦. Further, they found that LCR wave
propagation time was most sensitive to stress at 0◦direction [5].

In this paper, an ultrasonic subsurface stress measurement system using ultrasonic LCR waves
was set-up and a subsurface stress measurement method was proposed for GIS epoxy specimens.
In addition, the relationship between subsurface stress and ultrasonic LCR wave propagation time
was investigated.

2. Detection Principle

2.1. Ultrasonic LCR Wave Generation

When the ultrasonic longitudinal wave L left medium 1 and entered medium 2, the refracted
longitudinal waves L and transverse waves S propagated in medium 2. The relationship of incident
longitudinal wave velocity V1, the refracted longitudinal wave velocity V2, the longitudinal wave
incident angle θ1, and the longitudinal wave refracted angle θ2 conformed to Snell’s law [20], shown in
Equation (1):

V1

V2
=

sinθ1

sinθ2
. (1)

When the refracted angle of the refracted longitudinal waves was 90◦, the refracted longitudinal
waves were termed LCR waves. The incident angle was the first critical angle (θCR), as shown in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The mechanism of ultrasonic longitudinal critically refracted (LCR) wave.

2.2. Subsurface Stress Measurement Principle

The schematic diagram of ultrasonic LCR wave propagation is depicted in Figure 2.
The longitudinal waves emitted by a transmitting probe, with an incident angle of the first critical angle
(θCR), were refracted and propagated as LCR waves in the subsurface zone of the material between
two probes. The LCR waves were received by a receiving probe, located at a fixed distance L away
from the transmitting probe, and these two probes were the same.
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Figure 2. The schematic diagram of transmitting and receiving an LCR wave.

The principle of ultrasonic internal stress measurement is based on the acoustoelastic effect:
the internal stress variations affect ultrasonic wave velocity. The uniaxial internal stress measurements
using the LCR wave technique are based on the principle that, under the situation of fixed probe
distance, propagation time for LCR waves varies linearly with internal stress in a subsurface zone.
By measuring the propagation time of LCR waves, we can calculate the internal stress beneath the
surface within a limited depth.

When the LCR method is applied, the relationship between the propagation time T and the
internal stress σ, is shown in Equation (2) [14]. Dos Santos et al. used Equation (2) to investigate
the relationship between uniaxial tensile internal stress and LCR propagation time in carbon fiber
composites with epoxy matrix [14]:

dσ =
E

KT0
dT, (2)

where dσ is the stress variation, which represents the difference between the internal stress σ under the
loading stress and initial zero stress σ0 (MPa); T0 is the LCR wave propagation time under initial zero
stress, with the unit of µs; dT is the propagation time variation, which represents the difference between
the propagation time T under the loading stress and the propagation time T0 under initial zero stress,
with the unit of µs; E is the elastic modulus, with the unit of GPa; K is the acoustoelastic coefficient,
which represents the sensitivity of the ultrasonic propagation time to stress in the acoustoelastic
effect. The acoustoelastic coefficient changed with the material elastic constant, ultrasonic waveform,
and ultrasonic frequency.

The ratio of the variation in ultrasonic propagation time dT to the variation in stress dσ is indicated
as k0. Combined with Equation (2), k0 can be derived as:

k0 =
KT0

E
. (3)

From Equation (3), the acoustoelastic coefficient K can be derived as:

K =
Ek0

T0
. (4)

In order to obtain the calculated internal stress σc, the internal stress variation dσ = σ − σ0 and the
propagation time variation dT = T − T0 are substituted into the Equation (2). The calculation equation
of σc is shown as:

σc =
E

KT0
(T − T0) + σ0. (5)

According to Equation (5), if K, E, σ0, and T0 are known, the internal stress σc in the LCR wave
propagation region can be obtained by measuring the ultrasonic propagation time T under unknown
stress. Under uniaxial stress, the loading stress can be equivalent to the internal stress.
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3. Detection Principle

3.1. Specimen

In this study, the epoxy composite specimens were manufactured by a company and their materials
and manufacture process were similar to those of the 252 kV GIS single-phase basin insulators. Firstly,
the bisphenol A epoxy resin and alumina filler were mixed in a ratio of 1:4. Next, the mixture was
subjected to vacuum degassing. Then the anhydride-type curing agent was added to the mixture and
thoroughly mixed for 70–80 min to ensure even material distribution. Furthermore, the mixture was
again subjected to vacuum degassing. Finally, the liquid mixture was poured into a preheated mold
at a rate of 1.5–2 kg/min, followed by two-stage curing. In the first stage of curing, the temperature
was raised to 105 ◦C within two hours and kept constant for 15 h. In the second stage of curing,
the temperature was raised to 155 ◦C and kept constant for 15 h [19].

The specimens have a shape of 350 mm × 35 mm × 18 mm, with 2.23 g/cm3 density and 12.25 GPa
elastic modulus [19]. The internal stress in cuboid specimens of GIS basin insulators was verified to
be uniform [19]. In this paper, two specimens, A and B, were synthesized with the same materials
and manufacture. Specimen A was used to investigate the relationship between stress and LCR wave
propagation time. Specimen B was used to measure stress.

3.2. Ultrasonic Measurement System Using LCR Wave

The subsurface stress measurement system for GIS epoxy specimens using the ultrasonic LCR wave
included: an ultrasonic pulser/receiver, two ultrasonic probes, a probe connection plate, an oscilloscope,
a compression test machine, epoxy specimens, a computer, and connecting lines, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Subsurface stress measurement system for the gas-insulated metal-enclosed switchgear (GIS)
epoxy specimen using the ultrasonic LCR wave.

The ultrasonic pulser/receiver is a CTS-23 analog ultrasonic detector. The frequency bandwidth
is 0.5–3 MHz; the rise time of the transmitted pulse is about 30 ns; the scanning mode is A-type.
The pitch and catch mode was selected to connect two probes. In order to obtain the original ultrasonic
waveforms without rectification, the original signal was taken directly from the point before rectification
in the electrical circuit inside of the CTS-23 [19].

The ultrasonic LCR wave probes were two 2.5 MHz longitudinal probes, with adjustable incident
angles in the range of 0–90◦and an acoustic axial deviation of ≤2◦. The dimension of piezoelectric wafer
was 10 mm × 16 mm. The transmitting probe and the receiving probe were the same, with a dimension
of 5 cm × 4 cm × 3 cm. From conducting the experiments, we found that the LCR wave propagation
time did not significantly vary with stress if the two probes were too close. If proves were located
far apart, the LCR waves had small amplitudes due to excessive attenuation over a long distance.
After adjusting the distance between the two probes, the 3 cm distance provided good experimental
results. In order to ensure that the ultrasonic path was fixed during the test, two probes were fixed
on the same wooden board (with a length of 9 cm and a width of 3 cm) by using the high-adhesive
double-sided tapes. During the tests, two probes and the probe connection board were fixed with tape
on one side of the epoxy specimen.
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The oscilloscope used to receive and observe the original signal from the ultrasonic pulser/receiver,
was a DPO4104, with 500 MS/s test sampling rate, 2 ns sampling period, and a 20 MHz bandwidth.

Unidirectional compression tests were conducted with a microcomputer-controlled universal
testing machine (model CMT5105), with an accuracy level of 1 and a capacity of 100 kN. Compression
loading was performed on the specimen, at a displacement velocity of 0.5 mm/min with an equal-stress
gradient of 5 MPa in the range of 0–50 MPa (stress is the force per unit area and the force cross-section
is 35 mm × 18 mm). The LCR wave propagation time was recorded at each 5 MPa stress step within
0–50 MP, 11 times in total. The specimen bowed under stress greater than 50 MPa, so the loading stress
was applied up to 50 MPa, corresponding to a pressure of 27 kN, within the capacity of the universal
testing machine.

3.3. Numerical Simulation

The numerical simulation was carried out with the finite element software COMSOL,
which calculated the stress in the specimen under compressive stress within 0–50 MPa. The dimension
and material properties, including density and Yong’s modulus, of the three-dimensional epoxy
specimen simulation model, were the same as those of the specimens used in the experiments.
To guarantee the precision of simulation results, we selected “extra fine” as the predefined mesh
element size. The maximum and the minimum mesh element size were 12.3 mm and 0.525 mm,
respectively. The stress values and the applied location of the simulated stress load were set the same
as the applied stress in the experiments.

4. Results and Analysis

4.1. First Critical Angle

It has been reported that the ultrasonic longitudinal waves velocity in this epoxy material is
3090 m/s [18] and the ultrasonic longitudinal wave velocity of plexiglass in LCR probes is 2730 m/s [21].
Based on Equation (1), the incident angle was calculated to be 62◦. However, the ultrasonic wave
velocities of GIS epoxy materials were slightly different due to the different ratios of raw materials
and manufacturing processes. It has been found that the amplitudes of the LCR waves achieved
maximum when the incident angle is the first critical angle [22]. In the test, the incident angle was first
adjusted to 62◦ and then the incident angle of the two probes were adjusted at the same time, and the
amplitudes of the waves were largest in the case of the 63◦incident angle. Therefore, it can be known
that the first critical angle was 63◦for GIS composite material. This 63◦first critical angle (incident
angle), used through the whole test, was substituted into the Equation (1) and the LCR wave velocity
in the epoxy specimens in this paper is calculated to be 3064 m/s. Compared with the longitudinal
wave velocity 3090 m/s, the velocity difference was 26 m/s, accounting for 0.85% of 3064 m/s.

4.2. Ultrasonic LCR Detection Waveform

The voltage values u of the LCR electrical waveforms, from the ultrasonic pulser/receiver, for the
specimen A under the stress of 0, 20, 30, and 50 MPa, are demonstrated in Figure 4. During the test,
the temperature was 15 ◦C. T was the ultrasonic propagation time in the epoxy specimen, which was
the time interval between the peak time of the transmitting wave (Tt) and the peak time of the receiving
wave (Tr). From Figure 4, it can be observed that the propagation time T of LCR waves parallel to the
stress direction decreased by 0.852 µs in the range of 0 to 50 MPa. The ultrasonic wave amplitudes
become smaller with the stress increasing, because the ultrasonic attenuation of the material increased
with the increasing stress.
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4.3. Acoustoelastic Coefficient of Ultrasonic LCR Wave

In this paper, the relationship between ultrasonic propagation time T of the specimens and the
stress σwas obtained based on the subsurface stress measurement system using the ultrasonic LCR
waves, shown in Figure 5. The red line in Figure 5 is the linear fitting line of the relationship between
the ultrasonic propagation time T and the stress σ by using the least square method.
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Figure 5. Propagation time T of the specimen A under 0–50 MPa stress.

Figure 5 shows the linear correlation coefficient R2 of the linear fitting line of T-σ relationship
was 0.988, indicating a good linear relationship. The slope of the T-σ linear fitting line was
−1.646 × 10−2 µs/MPa, which was k0 in Equation (3). Based on the Equation (4), the acoustoelastic
coefficient was calculated to be −4.95, and its absolute value was smaller than the absolute value of
acoustoelastic coefficient (−12.67) of tensile stress in the 0◦fiber direction in the carbon fibers composites
with epoxy matrix [14].

From Figure 5, it can be observed that, in the case of 3 cm distance between two probes,
the ultrasonic propagation time decreased by 0.852 µs within 0–50 MPa, which was about 2.09% of the
propagation time 40.738 µs at zero stress. Previous research showed that the ultrasonic longitudinal
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waves perpendicular to the stress, with the same 2.5 MHz central frequency, were applied to measure
the stress in the GIS epoxy specimen. The results show that, in the case of 4.5 cm ultrasonic propagation
distance, the ultrasonic longitudinal wave propagation time drops with a span of 0.025 µs, which was
about 0.16% of the ultrasonic propagation time 15.708 µs at zero stress [19]. Therefore, the ultrasonic
longitudinal waves propagating parallel to stress in GIS epoxy composites are more sensitive to stress
than the waves perpendicular to stress. This conclusion was consistent with the case of steel rail [22].

4.4. Simulation Stress

The simulation result in the case of 30 MPa compressive stress is presented in Figure 6.
From Figure 6, it can be seen that the volume stress (von Mises stress) was homogeneous in the
specimen under 30 MPa compressive stress. Therefore, the simulated stress in the area, where the
ultrasonic method measured, was 30 MPa, which was equal to the 30 MPa applied stress. In the range
of 0–50 MPa, the simulation results demonstrated the uniformity of the internal stress. Therefore,
the simulated stresses for the ultrasonic method were equal to the applied stress. Due to the uniformity
of the stress, we concluded that the actual stress in the area, where the ultrasonic method measured,
was equal to the applied stress.
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4.5. Subsurface Stress Measurements

In this research, specimen B was used for a subsurface internal stress measurement. In order to
calculate the internal stress σc, the acoustoelastic coefficient (−4.95) mentioned above, the ultrasonic
propagation time T0, and T of the specimen B at initial zero stress, different stresses were respectively
substituted into Equation (5). The measurement accuracy was obtained by comparing the calculated
internal stress σc with the actual internal stress σa, the value of which was equal to the applied
mechanical compressive stress and the simulation stress, due to the uniformity of stress distribution.
Three times measurements for σc were made and the average values were calculated. After a comparison
between the average value of σc and σa, the absolute error Ea and the relative error Er can be calculated,
as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. The actual internal stress σa, calculated internal stress σc, absolute error Ea, and relative error
Er of specimen B.

Actual Internal
Stress σa (MPa)

Calculated Internal
Stress σc (MPa)

Absolute Error Ea
(MPa)

Relative Error Er
(%)

0 0 0 0
5 4.4 −0.6 −12
10 8.7 −1.3 −13
15 16.1 1.1 7.3
20 21.2 1.2 6
25 24.1 −0.9 3.6
30 30.6 0.6 2
35 35.3 0.3 0.9
40 41.4 1.4 3.5
45 43.8 −1.2 −2.7
50 48.9 −1.1 −2.2

It can be observed from Table 1 that the maximum absolute error Ea of the subsurface stress of
specimen B was 1.4 MPa when the loading stress was 40 MPa. The absolute value of maximum relative
error Er was 13% when the loading stress was 10 MPa. The absolute errors of other relative errors were
less than 13%, which can satisfy engineering requirements. The relative errors were relatively larger
in the stress states of 0–20 MPa, with the value of 6%–13% and became smaller in the stress states of
20–50 MPa, with the value of 0.9%–3.6%.

In this research, the absolute value of the maximum relative error was 13% and the maximum
absolute error was 1.4 MPa, which could be considered acceptable after comparing with measurement
errors of other ultrasonic stress investigations. Haibo Liu et al. employed ultrasonic LCR waves to
measure tensile stress in alumina alloy, finding that the maximum deviation of stress measured relative
to the stress simulated was about 20 MPa within 100 MPa tensile stress [23]. Kun Zhou et al. applied
the ultrasonic longitudinal and transverse waves to measure the axial stress in bolts, and they found
that the relative error was less than 25% in the range of 330 MPa [17].

The measurement errors were mainly induced from the accuracy of the machines that performed
the measurements, such as the sampling period of the oscilloscope and applied force errors from the
compression test machine.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a new method using LCR waves for measuring subsurface stress in
GIS epoxy composite. The subsurface stress measurement system for GIS epoxy specimens using the
ultrasonic LCR waves was set-up to investigate the relationship between LCR wave propagation time
and subsurface stress, as well as to measure the subsurface stress. The main conclusions are as follows:

(1) The first critical angle of 252 kV GIS epoxy composite was found to be 63◦.
(2) In GIS epoxy composite, the LCR wave propagation time in stress direction was found to linearly

decrease when compressive stress increased. Moreover, the linear correlation coefficient was
0.988, indicating a highly linear relationship. As the variation of LCR wave propagation time
was relatively large, i.e., 0.852 µs, LCR wave propagating in the stress direction was sensitive to
stress in the GIS epoxy composite. Additionally, the acoustoelastic coefficient was calculated to
be −4.95.

(3) In the GIS epoxy composite, the ultrasonic longitudinal waves propagating parallel to the stress
in GIS epoxy composites were more sensitive to stress than the longitudinal waves propagating
perpendicular to the stress.

(4) The subsurface stress was calculated based on the obtained acoustoelastic coefficient. The absolute
value of the maximum relative error of subsurface stress measurements was 13%, which shows
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that the measurement accuracy was relatively high. The linear acoustoelastic effect can be used to
quantitatively estimate the subsurface stress in GIS epoxy composite.

This research shows that this LCR wave technique for subsurface stress measurement in GIS epoxy
composites is feasible, which provides the research base for the subsurface stress measurements in basin
insulators. This LCR wave technique can be used to measure stress in basin insulators, especially when
the basin insulators are subjected to external mechanical stresses, such as withstanding water pressure
in the hydraulic test or external atmospheric pressure in the situation of live maintenance and live
expansion of a GIS. Moreover, this LCR wave technique can be applied in other epoxy composite
components, such as the three-post support insulator.
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